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Why AggreBind Is The Smarter Choice
and leaves the competition in the dust...

Guatemala, Rural Development Project

Here you will find answers to the challenges you 
face in road construction and repair, dust control and 
avoidance of erosion, production of building materials from 
on-site elements (whether soil, sand or construction/mining 
waste)...and much more.  All based on the superior soil stabilization 
achieved by our advanced (patented) cross-linking polymer breakthroughs.   

No matter if you are a local Municipality or State/Federal agency... if you are a 
Private Company or Public Corporation... or a Contractor that serves the local 
community or major corporate clients... If you're dealing with constraints on 
production timing, budget challenges or worksites where conventional methods 
are impractical and traditional materials are problematic in supply or transport, 
AggreBind will equip you with solutions that save money, time, and headaches. 

ROCK-SOLID SOLUTIONS YOU CAN COUNT ON™

Welcome to the world of AggreBind.  
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HUGE COST SAVINGS

■   For the same length of an fully completed AggreBind 
road, a traditional cement road will cost 2.4X more.  
(See Cost Comparison chart on page 5)

■   Stabilizing of just the soil base layer with AggreBind 
reduces costs by 40% to 60%.

■   Top surface sealing with AggreSeal can extend the life 
of an existing road at a fraction of the cost, over time, 
of conventional surfacing methods.

■   Using AggreBloc for block and brick production yields 
cost savings of 35% to 45% versus cement — as 
verified by independent assessment. 

COMPLETION TIME ACCELERATED

■   AggreBind roads can be completed in 1/4 the time it 
takes to build a traditional road; in some situations, up 
to 10 times faster. 1 kilometer of completed road can 
be successfully installed in 3 to 5 workdays. 

■   AggreBind roads can typically be opened to traffic 
in 1 to 2 hours after being surface sealed — with a 
single pass of a bowser. (AggreBind reaches maximum 
strength in 28 days of full curing.)

■   With AggreDust, used for dust and erosion control, 
“fugitive” dust is stopped in its tracks; roadways and 
treated areas can be opened for traffic in as little as 
one hour.

PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE

■   We give a Five Year Product Guarantee made possible 
by a proprietary tracer acting like a kind of DNA 
that determines the integrity of the installation you 
commissioned. Our earliest installations have been in 
place since 2005 with zero failure rate. 

TANGIBLE BENEFITS FROM OUR CROSS-LINKING 
POLYMER  

■   AggreBind ‘s unique, proprietary cross-linking polymer 
increases CBR — load bearing capacity of all soils — by 
4X to 6X...and also enhances the soil’s tensile strength 
...all verified by independent laboratory testing. In fact, 
AggreBind is pound for pound more powerful than 
cement.

■   AggreBloc provides structural housing solutions with 
soil as well as non-cohesive materials like desert sand 
or crushed rubble.

■   AggreBind and AggreSeal are resistant to the most 
common road spillage — oil, gasoline/petrol, food/
drink, most acids.

■   All standard wearing top surfaces will bond to an 
AggreBind polymer-stabilized road base. 

■   Our road surfaces withstand damage from UV radiation 
(verified for at least 12 years with no observed 
deterioration).

■  Laboratory tested with hazardous waste, AggreBind’s 
powerful molecular encapsulation can effectively prevent 
the release of environmentally harmful material, making 
it non-hazardous for safe disposal. This is patented 
technology from AggreBind.

ON-SITE APPLICATION VERSATILITY

■   All AggreBind products work not only with soil but also 
with non-cohesive materials like desert sand.

■   Works with clay content in the soil but clay is not 
required for construction of roads or the manufacturing 
of blocks, bricks and pavers. 

■   We work with fresh water, river water as well as 
salt/seawater up to 4% salt content: when diluting 
AggreBind’s concentrated liquid polymer.

■   AggreBind and AggreSeal are available in a range of 
colors including BLACK (sends an important “signal of 
progress” to the rural community).

■   AggreBloc enables building blocks and bricks to be 
constructed from virtually all local in situ materials — 
including soil, sand, and construction or mining waste 
— and where conventional methods are too costly or 
impractical.

■   AggreBind’s BOND-BACK capability means integrity 
of the stabilized material is maintained with no loss of 
strength. This makes for easy, effective patching and 
repair work of any surface readily done with hand tools 
and minimal labor.

LABOR BENEFITS

■   Takes less labor because AggreBind road base is 
often one-shot and done… not multi-layered.

■   AggreBind offers a full week of training at no charge 
(with a minimum order) — enough time to train a 
typical road working/construction crew in how to 
efficiently install.

AggreBind's unique cross-linking polymer formulations have taken soil stabilization to the next level, achieving 
results similar to concrete but with no cement. Called by some a "disruptive technology," we help you win with 
water resistant, environmentally friendly road structures, dust control coatings and site-fabricated building 
materials (blocks, bricks and pavers) — all at remarkable cost savings.
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All AggreBind products are completely eco-friendly... safe for flora, fauna, all wildlife; EPA-compliant, non-toxic, 
nonflammable, will not degrade into the environment.

BUILDING
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For New Road Construction

Faster, More Versatile, Less Expensive

■   AggreBind’s proprietary cross-linking styrene acrylic 
polymer is unique, delivering superior soil stabilization 
and enhancing the soil’s load bearing capacity by 400% 
to 600%.

■   AggreBind reduces overall road construction cost by 
40% to 60% when compared to traditional methods. 

■   You can get a finished road up to 10 times faster.

■   Local fresh water, river water and salt water can all 
be utilized when diluting AggreBind’s concentrated 
polymer.

■   Works with clay content in the soil but clay is not 
required. There is no requirement for “cohesive” soils.

■   AggreBind roads can typically be opened to traffic 
within 2 hours after being sealed or when the surace 
seal is dry to the touch.

■   AggreBind’s patented technology is available in colors 
including BLACK (a great “signal” to rural communities 
of progress...)

■   AggreBind has been tested to be UV resistent up to 12 
years.

■   Our patented formulation has a proprietary tracer 
that acts like a kind of DNA to validate integrity of the 
installation you commissioned.

■   You get a Five Year Product Replacement Guarantee.    
(Our earliest installations are in place since 2005...with 
zero failure.)

It takes a tough polymer to make a ROCK-SOLID/SUPER LOAD-BEARING™ road...and AggreBind does 
that with almost any soil...even desert sand, without the multiple layers demanded by traditional road 
construction. AggreBind works with the widest bandwidth of soils.

AggreBind Soil Stabilization Conventional Road

SOIL STABILIZATION BASE COURSE

SUB-BASE COURSE

AggreBind is a patented soil stabilizer and when properly used will create a solid, hydrophobic (water-resistent),  
load-bearing  base or road sub-base. In many situations, it can deliver an effective self-sealed road or in high traffic 
areas, a traditional wearing surface may be applied as a topper to the AggreBind base.  

DURING AFTERBEFORE

BEFORE BEFOREAFTER AFTER

ROADWAYS SIDEWALKS
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■   AggreBind’s BOND-BACK capability means integrity and strength of the stabilized 
material is maintained; any damage to AggreBind treated layers can be easily repaired 
with hand tools.

■   AggreBind is eco-friendly... safe for flora, fauna; EPA-compliant, non-toxic, will not 
degrade into the environment. (When other soil stabilizers say they are biodegradable, 
what they don’t tell you is they are likely to degrade and the road will have to be re-done 
multiple times over multiple years.)

■   Big savings on material handling: to stabilize 1 cubic yard of soil/sand, 540 pounds of 
cement are needed… this in contrast to about 4 Liters of AggreBind polymer...weighing 
only 8 pounds.

■   You get a full week of technical training for the road working/construction crews — at no 
extra charge (given a minimum order).

■   Numerous wearing surfaces can go on top of an AggreBind subbase —  asphalt, chip 
seal,  bitumen emulsion, micro-pavement and concrete.  In rural and low traffic areas, the 
road base can be top sealed with Aggrebind’s surfacing mixture.

At AggreBind, we are working to change the way roads are made. With 21 Million 

kilometers of roads in the world... and only 35% paved*... that leaves nearly 14 Million 

kilometers for AggreBind to transform...at less cost, less effort and less harm to the 

environment!

1 KILOMETER ROAD COST COMPARISON

AggreBind Beats Conventional Methods Cold
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In virtually any country and its currency where construction is being done, a concrete 
road of same length costs 2.4 times what an average AggreBind road would cost; 
Asphalt is 1.8 times and Paving is 1.23 times what an AggreBind road costs.

Concrete        Asphalt              Paving             Aggrebind

 240                183                 123                    100

Cost Index Ratio vs AggreBind

*  Reference: Meijer, J.R. et.al, Global patterns of current and future road infrastructure, Environ. Res. Lett. 13 (2018)
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For Dust Control

Unpaved Road Dust, Eroding Soil, Migrating Sand, 
Fugitive Coal Dust... Stopped Dead In Their Tracks

■  The road or area can be open to traffic with one hour 
spacing of curing and formation of a clear film

■   Solvent-free, safe, non-toxic, non-flammable,  
non-polluting

■   No leeching or dissipating into soil 

■   No loss of stacked product from wind erosion

■   Water-diluted, easy to apply by spraying

■   Poses serious health hazards, spreading infections

■   Pollutes water quality, destroying aquatic habitats as 
sediment washes into waterways

■   Causes negative impact on crop yields, e.g. infestation

■   Blocks water supply and drainage channels to people, 
animals & plants

“Fugitive” dust & other airborne/waterborne particles from unpaved roads, construction and 
mining sites are a huge and growing problem worldwide:

AggreDust stops flying dust, eroding dirt and migrating sand where they start: putting in place a flexible yet 
strong co-polymer-bonded surfacing in a clear, durable “skin”.

AggreDust is proven for particle control on Unpaved Roads, Sand Migration, Volcanic Ash, Mining Tailings, Airport 
Runways, Construction Sites, Oil & Gas Operations and Military Applications.

* No respiratory protection required, except with poor ventilation; see Material Data Sheet at www. aggrebind.com

Controlling dust and soil erosion will increase agricultural yields, reduce operational costs, reduce equipment 
repairs and maintenance, improve the health for formerly exposed workers and the local community.  

MINING • EXCAVATION • MILLING

SEALING EROSION CONTROL EMBANKMENT STABILIZATION
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■   You can use AggreSeal as a topper on any conventional 
new or old road sub-base like concrete...and finish the 
road faster & cheaper

■   AggreSeal can be the Top Surface of a new road base 
that has been AggreBind-built

■   The road is ready for traffic in 2 hours after being 
sealed or when the surface is dry to the touch

■   Comes in a variety of colors including Black - so you 
get the look of asphalt but with a lower cost

■   Easy to apply, AggreSeal doesn't need frequent repair 
and recovery like asphalt

■   With our proprietary polymer's BOND-BACK capability, 
it maintains the physical integrity & strength of the 
stabilized road...if repairs are needed

■   AggreSeal's physical/chemical character is permanent 
and irreversible after curing, with no contamination to 
the environment

For Road Surfacing

Top Surfacing For Old & New Roads 
...Saves You Time & Money 

Listening to our Clients, we learn a lot...and they told us they wanted an intermediate solution 
between our flagship product AggreBind (for full road construction) and AggreDust (which just 
sprays a light but strong "skin" to stop dispersion of airborne particles).  

This is where AggreSeal comes in beautifully because it is specially formulated to deliver all the 
key ROCK-SOLID™ benefits of AggreBind plus the ease of application of AggreDust — and at 
an attractive price well below conventional methods of top surfacing.

WALKWAYS

TOP SURFACING

TOP SURFACING

BEFORE

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

GOVERNMENT PROJECTS COMMUNITY PROJECTS
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■   AggreBloc provides structural solutions for producing 
blocks, bricks and pavers and importantly increases 
flexible tensile strength — especially critical in 
earthquake areas.

■   In total Cost Savings, AggreBloc is 35% to 45% 
cheaper than conventional methods for block and brick 
production (independent assessment).

■   Virtually any water source can be used for mixing with 
the AggreBloc solution... and where clean water is in 
short supply, sea water (up to 4% saline) and (mildly) 
contaminated water can be utilized.

■   AggreBloc converts almost all natural soils, on-site 
sands, mine waste, et.al. at dosage rates of +/- 4 Liters 
of our proprietary polymer (about 4.2 Kilograms in 
weight) per cubic meter of materials stabilized.

 •  In contrast, conventional concrete-based 
roadwork requires a huge +/- 180 Kilograms of 
Cement per cubic meter of material stabilized 
— as well as incurring  added cost for importing 
the  quantities of necessary aggregates/sand to 
the local site.

■   Can produce blocks & bricks in any size to meet design 
requirements and can be made in a wide range of 
colors. Works with all standard mechanical or hand 
compaction machines & mixing equipment.

■   AggreBloc prevents moisture penetration and rain will 
not cause wall damage; walls are non-combustible and 
have a high fire rating; therefore, extremely suitable for 
dwellings in high fire risk areas.

■   Versus cement production with its super-high energy 
demands, AggreBloc is significantly more  
energy-efficient.

For Self-Fabricated Blocks/Bricks/Pavers

Rammed Earth Buildings Date Back 6000 Years...  
With AggreBloc, We Bring Construction Into The  
21st Century With Our Patented Technology...

For centuries communities have relied on clay as the “binding force” to produce their blocks and bricks...with 
all the attendant problems. At AggreBind, we knew it would take a tough polymer to create an alternate, more 
effective “binding force” powerful enough to produce ROCK-SOLID™ building materials out of soil or sand. 
That’s exactly what AggreBloc’s unique cross-linking polymer delivers with its superior particle encapsulation and 
stronger soil stabilization — even with zero clay content.

AGGREBLOC MANUFACTURING FROM IN SITU SOIL

SIGNAGE BRICKWORK INTERIOR BRICKWORK

WHOLE HOUSE BRICKWORK
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The UN Center for Human Settlements predicts that 35 million new homes per year are needed to meet the 
world’s requirements ...at a rate of 95,000 homes per day. Their conclusion: “Using traditional methods of concrete 
construction... these targets will be nearly impossible to achieve.” 

Now, with AggreBloc, communities have the opportunity and the means to create economically viable, 
structurally sound and well-insulated, permanent soil-stabilized homes — using the very on-site materials that 
already exist in abundance in their villages and towns. 

■   With AggreBloc manufacturing, no firing of blocks and 
bricks is required (which adds cost and would increase 
pollution in the earth’s atmorphere).

■   AggreBloc walls have high thermal mass and naturally 
store energy (warm or cool), creating a stable internal 
temperature and saving “energy dollars” every year for 
the life of the building.

■   Any damaged area can be easily repaired because of 
AggreBloc’s bond back capability. 

■   AggreBloc offers the only stabilizing polymer that can 
be used for vertical construction. Our load-bearing 
earth walls can support and integrate with roof 
structures, doors and windows.

VARIOUS SIZES

VARIOUS SHAPES

BRICK MAKING

BRICK MAKING SOLID WALL, LOAD-BEARING CONSTRUCTION

QUICK, SAFE LOW-COST HOUSING
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Soil Stabilization: A Quick Look
For road construction, the primary objectives of Soil Stabilization are twofold:

 1)   To improve a load-bearing values (CBR) of the underlying soil, ideally by 400% to 600% and 

 2)   To prevent the ingress of water from the surface into the treated layer since water penetration and frost are  
critical contributors to road failure.

■   AggreBind is the only long string cross-linking polymer 
with tracers on the market: it adheres to and stabilizes 
virtually any cohesive or non-cohesive surface including 
desert sand.

■   Independent laboratory testing conclusively 
documents AggreBind’s capability to increase the 
load-bearing strength (CBR) of the stabilized material 
between 400% and 600%.

■   With our patented technology, we are the only 
company providing a range of colors including Black 
for roads (as well as for the production of blocks/
bricks/pavers.)

■   Compared with polymer-based competitors, 
AggreBind is far ahead of the pack — producing roads 
that are ROCK-SOLID/SUPER LOAD-BEARING™  
comparable to, and in some cases, stronger than 
concrete construction.

Unlike other Soil Stabilizers, including so-called polymer-based stabilizers, AggreBind does not require any clay  
content and the to-be-treated layer does not have to depend on the binding properties of clay for an effective  
road base to emerge.

Soil Stabilization has been a building method used for thousands of years —  from the times of the ancient pyramids and 
the Great Wall of China right up to the present. Until recently this approach has enabled structures to be built relying on 
the binding properties of clay soil and basic "rammed earth" techniques. Now there’s AggreBind and AggreBloc...

AggeBind's cross-linking polymer takes Soil Stabilization to the next level and leaves ordinary 
Soil Stabilizers in the dirt

The "Secret" At The Heart of AggreBind's
Superior Soil Stabilization

Today, many products call themselves "Soil Stabilizers" but are woefully inadequate:

   -   Some do not work at all unless there is a very high clay content

   -   Some only "lubricate" the compacting of clay particles but have no true binding action

   -  Others improve loadbearing capacity, but only by a small measure

   -   So-called "green" stabilizers (organic in origin) tout themselves as being a "biodegradable alternative" to bitumen... but in 
reality, a biodegradable road for certain will break down sooner rather than later...

Wearing Surface

Stabilized Base From 
On-Site Materials

Compacted Sub-Soil

PREPPING THE GROUND AGGREBIND AND GRAVEL COMPOSITE
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In-Situ Material

1 32 4 5
Add sharp & 

angular material
Add fines & the 

AggreBind:H2O mix
Mix the material, 
profile & compact

Becomes a solid
 hydrophobic mass

Evaporation of free-water 
from AGB system

AGB system starts to cross-link 
as water volume is reducing

Complete 3-D  
Cross-linking

Our 5 Year Product Replacement Guarantee
UNIQUE IN THE INDUSTRY

The AggreBind polymer formula is infused with unique and proprietary “tracers” that 
are similar to a marker or a kind of chemical "DNA."

The tracer enables the Company, any time after installation, to validate the correct 
application of AggreBind in the installation. Specifically, this allows us to determine 

how much AggreBind was used per cubic yard / cubic meter.

This unique ability to "qualify and quantify" is the foundation of AggreBind’s quality 
control system, enabling the contractor, private customer or government Client to 

know whether or not the work was constructed according  
to the correct specification.

With this special capability for post-installation analysis, AggreBind is able to offer:

5 YEAR PRODUCT REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

SNAPSHOT: THE PROCESS OF "AGGREBINDING"
Our “Aggrebinding” process starts by coating each individual particle of soil (sand 
or other non-organic "waste" material) with the AggreBind polymer concentrate and 
water solution. The coated material is mixed thoroughly, then compacted for roads or 
compressed in molds to produce blocks, bricks or pavers.

The molecular action of "cross-linking" occurs as the coated particulates come into 
direct contact with each other:

Once "cross-linked," the coated soil, sand or other material is fully solidified during 
compaction to form a solid and powerfully strong structure.

The result is water-resistant, hydrophobic, has greatly enhanced tensile strength and 
withstands hot and cold temperature extremes (-70°f to 325°f /-57°c to +163°c). 

AggreBind is most often used to stabilize on-site materials and create solid, strong 
subbase and base courses. In some parts of the world — for example developing 
countries, but nowadays in developed countries as well — AggreBind soil stabilization 
is being used to construct the entire road. In this case, the road can then be top-sealed 
with AggreBind to provide a water resistant and durable surface.

SCARCIFYING THE SOIL

SOIL READY

MIX IN AGGREBIND

PROFILING GROUND

COMPACTING

AGGREBIND TOPCOAT

FINISHED ROADBED

ADDING THE MIXTURE
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KEEPING A TON OF MONEY IN OUR CLIENTS' POCKETS IS 
JUST ONE REASON AGGREBIND INSTALLATIONS 

ARE ON EVERY CONTINENT
with Antarctica in the works soon...

Your authorized AggreBind Dealer is:

ROCK-SOLID SOLUTIONS YOU CAN COUNT ON™

Eco-friendly AggreBind solutions are at work saving time, money and hassle for our Clients in 
a host of applications worldwide: 

■  New road construction

■  Roadway top surfacing

■  Pothole and rut repair

■   Dust control, sand 
migration and slope 
erosion control

■   Roadway marking

■   In-situ production of 
building blocks/bricks/
pavers

■   Airport and military 
applications

■   Hazardous waste 
containment, for quarry 
and mining tailings as well 
as coal and ore stockpiles

■   Dust reduction at solar 
power facilities, and more

www.aggrebind.com                                                               Copyright ©2020 AggreBind
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